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CHAPTER 5 

CONCLUSION 

 

 The results after I analyzing a movie script entitled “Rocks (2020)” through 

intrinsic approach which is consists of characterization, plot, and setting. 

Characterization, plot, and setting of the story elaborated with analysis through 

extrinsic approach using the theory of Struggle. It can be concluded that the Rocks 

movie script can be analyzed through Literary Psychological Approach. The result 

of the instinsic approach that I describe with the extrinsic aproach to prove that the 

theme of this research is analysis of  struggle that has happened of Rocks in 

character in Rocks movie script. 

 Characterization through the dialogue of the characters of showing is the 

method that be used to analyze the characterization of the character in Rocks movie 

script by Thereisa Ikoko and Claire Wilson. It can be proven in Rocks character that 

she has a courages, resilience, independent, protective, jealous behaviour. those 

characterization will prove Struggle in the character of Rocks from this movie 

script. 

The moral of this research is that struggling to get a better life because when 

we think we are right and we don’t want to hear someone’s suggestion, it can be the 

biggest problem in our life, because we are not always right when we decide the 

decision, sometimes we are just choose the simple decision that we think is right 

and simple, but sometimes it can be a boomerang for us. so that this is why I would 

say do not forget to talk to people when you are feel depressed or in stuck situation 

its like you can not think properly, despite they cannot solve our problem but we 

can make ourself relaxed, and can think properly. The film is made to prove the 

struggles of teenage life that has happened or will happen in the future that teenagers 

often experience in their lives.  

This research about the movie script “Rocks” can introduce to people about 

struggle in life. This would be potential for the next researcher to analyze “Rocks” 

through other approaches and concepts. Therefore, I conclude that the theme of this 

movie is struggle seen in the characters of “Rocks” movie script. It can be seen from 
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the characters, plot, and setting through the intrinsic and extrinsic approach of the 

movie script entitled “Rocks.” 

 

 

  


